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Catherine DesRoches, DrPH
OpenNotes Executive Director
Welcome

Patient and Family Advisors
Health System Professionals
Health Policy Experts
Consumer Organizations
EHR Company Representatives
Government Staff
Patient Advocates and Activists
Today’s Agenda

Beverly Johnson, President and CEO, IPFCC Board

Morning

- Patient and Family Perspectives
- Clinician Perspectives
- Discussion

Lunch

- Facilitated Table Discussions

Afternoon

- Implementation Track: group discussion of key issues like how to implement open mental health notes
- Policy Track: group discussion of key policy issues
Logistics

- Group discussions throughout the day
- Index cards on table for questions
- Midmorning break
- Discussion during lunch with faculty at each table
- 2 group discussions this afternoon
- Social media: Meeting hashtag - #opennotes

  OpenNotes Twitter handle: @myopennotes
  IPFCC Twitter handle: @IPFCC
OpenNotes

OpenNotes is the international movement dedicated to making health care more open and transparent by urging doctors, nurses, therapists, and others to share their visit notes with patients. OpenNotes is a concept representing a culture change in medicine, not a product, service, or software.

Research, Innovation, Dissemination
Philanthropy Funded
- Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
- Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation
- Peterson Center on Healthcare
- Cambia Health Foundation
- CRICO Risk Management Foundation of Harvard
- The Commonwealth Fund

Our Co-Founders, Mentors, and Colleagues
- Tom Delbanco, MD
- Jan Walker, RN, MBA
DC Area Dissemination

- 92 implementers in 47 states
- 18 million patients registered on portals with access to notes
- The VA is the only implementer in D.C.
- Virginia — VA and Virginia Commonwealth
- Maryland — VA and WellSpan
- Delaware — VA and Nemours Children’s
- Likely more, but we don’t have confirming data